Journal of Applied Gerontology 36 (7) identified, addressed, and planned to act on AD. The authors drew intriguing and provocative conclusions. State plans did not tend to distinguish stage of ADRD when outlining possible interventions (i.e., the "one size fits all" intervention problem), tended to shift the "victimization" of ADRD from persons with the disease to families, and feature possible cultural biases (Arbogast, Welleford, & Netting, 2015) .
In a small mixed methods evaluation, Tyack and colleagues (2015) examined whether tablets are appropriate when delivering an art viewing intervention for persons with ADRD. Although the size of the sample precluded rigorous empirical analyses (and adversely influenced statistical power), the qualitative findings suggested high acceptability on the part of persons with ADRD and potential benefits as well. As correctly noted by the authors, larger scale, controlled studies are needed to better discern the practice implications of tablet-based arts interventions. This issue concludes with an intriguing brief report of another randomized controlled trial of an intervention for persons with ADRD: in this instance, a multipronged program that incorporated question-asking-reading strategies, reminiscence, and cognitive behavioral therapy alongside environmental support. A sample of 51 nursing home residents was included, and significant improvements in depressive symptoms and social and verbal engagement were found. However, behaviors did not seem to change outside of the group activities that comprised the intervention. These preliminary findings are exciting, as they support structured group activities as an appropriate delivery mechanism of a complex, potentially efficacious intervention for persons with ADRD (Bailey, Stevens, LaRocca, & Scogin, 2016) .
Effective management of ADRD is as much a craft as it is a scientific endeavor, given the complexity and diversity of the dementia experience. It is perhaps naïve to believe that any singular organization, program, or service can effectively and comprehensively meet the needs of someone with ADRD throughout the disease trajectory; instead, an ideal, family-centered model where multiple organizations effectively coordinate and target needed services and information for persons with ADRD and families is likely required (National Academies of Sciences and Engineering, 2016). Such a service network would likely change in size and composition over time as ADRD progresses in variable fashion. Fortunately, the articles in this issue of the Journal of Applied Gerontology offer some clues as to the types of services and supports that may serve as elements of such a network during various time points in ADRD.
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